1. Call to order 10:00 am

2. Roll call

   ACC|CCC|ECSU|GCC|HCC|MXCC|NVCC|QVCC|SCSU|TRCC|TXCC|WCSU|COSC

3. Adoption of Agenda – Unanimous

4. Remarks from Mark Ojakian, CSCU President

   - President Ojakian answered several questions from the student’s representatives that were concerned with the specifics of a state-wide student senate.
   - President Ojakian charged the Student Advisory Committee with the responsibility to come up with the details and the specifics of what student representation would look like after the consolidation is implemented.

5. Lindsey Norton, Interim Assistant Director of the CSCU Student Success Center

   - Announced that the Student’s First Academic and Student Affairs Committee is anticipating

6. Discussion of Student Wide Senate representation after consolidation implementation

   - Students unanimously agreed that student activities fees and funds gathered at the local level should remain at the local level.
   - Students agreed that we do not want to spread the students thin with further
   - Students agreed that we need more questions answered. Who would the Student-Wide senate report to specifically?
   - Agreed that there should be some sort of representation across the entire system on the student level but should avoid redundancy.
   - Agreed that the Student Advisory Committee already would be fully capable as is to handle issues at the state level just concerned with spreading the students thin with responsibilities of representing students that focus attention away from the student’s primary goal which is education.
- Agreed to create a student-senate proposal to submit to President Ojakian. Hector will create the document to be voted and approved by our next meeting on Friday, May 4th.

7. Adjourn at 10:55 am